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THE REVIVAL SEASON
Continued meetings are being
held in many places throughout the Brotherhood at this time.
Who will take

time to

pray

nightly at this time for a real ingathering of souls?

Pray for a Revival
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John 16:12-15; I John 2:20, 27;
James 1:5; 3:15-18). A mere college
Meetings will begin at the Belle Springs
course
and human culture, apart from
Church, Kans., November 8th, with a Bible
this,
amount
to every little. The
Conference Period over Thanksgiving. Bro.
secret
of
spiritual
wisdom is to be
C N. Hostetter, Jr., the evangelist.
Divinely endued and to really know
Christ as an all-sufficient Saviour
COMMUNION SERVICE.
(Luke 24:49; Phil. 3:8-10; I Cor.
On Sunday evening, December 6th there 1:30). To be spiritually wise—
will be a communion service at the Lan1. We need to fear God (Job 28:28;
caster Mission.
Prov. 3:7; 9:9, 10).
2.We need to depart from evil pracINDIANA NEWS NOTES
tice and evil company (Job 28:28;
Revival meetings are in progress in the Prov. 9:6; 4:14,15; 13:20. Ps. 26:4,
Elkhart District at the Locke Church, near 5).
Nappanee. Bro. Bert Sherk is with us, and
3. We need to be willing to be fools
the Lord has been speaking to us thru our •
for
Christ, in the estimation of the
brother.
world (I Cor. 3:18-21).
4. We need to know and to give
Sr. Anna Engle who is on her missionary
tour was with us from Friday until Monday, heed to the word of God (Ps. 119:
and our hearts were inspired and thrilled by 105,130; II Tim. 3:15-17; Prov. 6:20her stirring messages.
23).
To this end we need to be often for
TYPICAL TRUTH IN THE TAB- light, willing to obey the Word and
ERNACLE.
yielded to God (John 7:17; Rom. 6:
17; I Thess. 2:13).
By W. S. Hottel.
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2. Bezeel was assisted by Ahol
iab (Exod. 35.34).
The ascended Lord gave Spiritgifted men to the Church, for ministry (Eph. 4.7-12) ; also an enablement for ministry to each member of
the Body of Christ (ICor. 12). These
the Holy Spirit directs and uses as
instruments in the work of building
up the Church, the Body of Christ.
The Lord's servants are co-workers
with God and Christ (I Cor. 3:9;
II Cor. 6:1).
III. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE WORKERS ON THE TABERNACLE.
1. They worked according to the
Divine plan (Exod. 39:43).
The plan was—
(1) Divine in its origin.
(2) Explicit and definite in its
revelation.
(2) Full and complete in its details.
The workers made all according
to the plan. They rejected all human
opinions and their own personal ideas
and plans and worked according to
the Divine blue-print.
//. HOW THE WORKERS ON THE
God's people too, in the present
CHAPTER III.
TABERNACLE WERE TAUGHT. dispensation need to be scriptural in
1. They were instructed by Bezal- their work for God. The Word of God
THE WORKERS.
eel (Exod. 35:30-34).
In our former lesson we saw—
reveals the entire plan of God, clearly
Bezaleel's
name
means.
"In
the
and fully. What the Lord has purpos1. That the material for the buildshadow
of
God."
He
is
a
type
of
the
ed
to do and the way in which He
ing of the Tabernacle was gotten by
Holy
Spirit,
whom
Jesus
said
should
would
have it done, is fully and clearwilling offerings.
lead
and
guide
His
own
disciples
into
ly
revealed
in His Word.
2. That Moses was the general
all
Truth,
and
should
also
shew
them
manager and others were given him
2. They were ivilling workers
things to come (John 14:26; 15:26; (Exod. 36:2).
as helpers.
16:13). We have now a complete revThey worked from love, not for
Now we study about the workers.
elation, all of God's will and purposes hire. Love is the true impulse and
1. THE WORKERS ON THE TABin Christ being revealed in the Bible. motive power ofwork for God, and
ERNACLE WERE WISE HEARTWe have also the Divine'program of promotes unselfishness (II Cor. 5:13,
ED (Exod. 31:6).
prophecy, outlined in the fuller New 14; I Cor. 9:6-14; I Peter 5:3-5).
Both men and women were engag- Testament revelation, as implied in False teachers and workers are noted
ed in the work of building the Taber- the "things to come."
for covetousness (II Peter 2:3).
nacle. (Exod. 35:10, 25, 26; 36:2).
Bezaleel alone could devise curious
3. They received their material
They were all Divinely endued and works (Exod. 35:32). So, the Holy
from Moses (Exod. 36:3).
taught (Exod. 31:3-6; 35:35). The Spirit alone knows and searches the
The Scriptures speak of two kinds
Spirit of God was the secret of their deep things of God and has revealed
of materials believers can use in
wisdom. Compare Daniel 2:27, 28. them in the Word, through chosen in- building, in service for God. These
Theirs was not mere worldly, or in- struments (I Cor. 2:10, 12, 13). The are set forth in Corinthians 3:12.
tellectual knowledge, but heavenly spiritual content of the revelation
Gold renotes Divinity. It speaks of
and spiritual wisdom.
the Holy Spirit as given is known work done in, through and for the
The same is true of all true work- by the spiritual believer, for he has Lord. Silver denotes atonement
ers for Christ. Divine illumination, the mind of Christ (I Cor. 2:14-16). (Exod. 30:11-15; Peter 1:18). Prespiritual enduement and a vital spir- The Holy Spirit does not tie us to cious stones denote godliness and the
itual knowledge of Christ are needed old ruts and forms; there is progress doctrine which is according to godlito be true workers for Christ (Matt. in spiritual enlightenment (Eph. 1':
16:17. Acts 6:10; I Cor. 2:11-14; 17, 18; Col. 1:9,10).
(Continued on Page 12.)
REVIVAL MEETING
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ed up and we would be saved much with the mind of Christ it becomes a
mental worry and soul grievance.
privilege and pleasure, and how our
Offense is of the devil, either in the hearts rejoice when by love and longone who caused it or the one who suffering we win the erring or offendMATTHEW
EIGHTEEN
takes it. Then why do we hear so ed one. "What a fellowship, what a
As a church we make much of much about it among Christian pro- joy divine, what a blessedness, what a
peace is mine, leaning on the everlastMatthew eighteen, verses fifteen to fessors.
ing arms."
—Enos H. Hess.
The
hand,
foot
and
eye
that
offends
twenty. All who unite with us have
is
to
be
cut
off.
Not
that
we
are
to
promised to abide by and practice
the precept given. However we hear sever the physical members from our "WHOM HAVING NOT SEEN, YE
LOVE"
arguments against it being included body, but the wrong use of them is to
in the church vow in that it is so of- be eliminated. The tongue could well
I Peter 1:8.
ten violated. It is part of Christ's be included in the list.
own words and hence should be conWords that Webster gives as syno- Saviour, my feet have never trod
sidered of due importance. We might nims to offense are: displeasure; umwith thine "The solitary place"
call it the leading church ethic or rule brage; i-esentment; misdeed; misde- My eyes have never seen, in human
of action in our relation one to an- meanor; trespass; transgression; deform, Thy manifested grace
other. An elimination is not what we linquency; fault; sin; crime; affront; My. hands have never touched Thy
need but a more thorough practice of indignity; outrage; insult.
garment's hem with faith's unutits principles. Frank expression of
The first of the list might be justitered plea,
our opinion at the right time and fiable, but taking them all together Nor hast thou tarried when the day
place and to the right person would we would have to pronounce them a
was spent, and broken bread with
prevent many of our petty differences bad brood.
me.
and later troubles.
Oh that the sin of offense might beWhy is it so easy, and may I say come exceedingly sinful in our eyes But Lord, my rescued feet are steadnatural to criticise others in their ab- and that we would abhor and loathe
fast set upon the King's highwty,
sence, rather than in their presence? it as a thing or attitude to be avoided And though as yet I may not see thy
What quality or grace do we lack and shunned.
face, I follow on each day;
when we brood over and feel bad over
But you say is there no room for My waiting eyes are unto thee, dear
an action or attitude of another and exception for correction, for judgLord, in whom I live and move,
fail to relieve our mind to the one in ment. Yes, in the spirit of meekness, Whose love, believed in, is the fullest
question ?
if we are spiritual, it is our duty conjoy that earth or heaven can prove.
Love divine in our hearts helps us sidering ourselves and our dependto over-look the others shortcomings ence upon God lest we also be tempt- The needs-be of Thy way may not be
or enables us to approach in the prop- ed. The "servant of the Lord must
clear to my imperfect sight;
er attitude the one who, in our judg- not strive; but be gentle unto all Love trusts thee wholly, where it canment, is in error.
men, apt to teach, patient, in meeknot trace, and know that all is
The child spirit as stressed in the ness instructing those who oppose
right.
fore part of the chapter, comes in themselves; if God peradventure will It is enough for me by faith to stay
place in settling difficulties. Chil- give them repentance to the acknowlmy hidden life on thee,
dren in their associations have quar- edging of the truth; and that they And in the secret of thy covenant to
rels but they seldom last long and may recover themselves out of the
rest implicitly.
they return to their play with renew- devil, who are taken captive by him
ed fervor. It is possible to be too at his will."
I know that thou art gone to beautify
frank and out-spoken but the failing
"Agree with thine adversary quicka place in heaven for me,
is usually in the opposite direction.
ly whilest thou art in the way with And when thou comest to take thy
Brood, as applied to nature implies him." We are anxious and sometimes
children home I shall be like to thee
increase, when applied to the mind it persistent that the individual who of- Then shall I wake, and see thee eye
means concentration, serious medita- fends us makes an apology and the
to eye, whom now, unseen, I love;
tion. A grievance brooded over tends necessary correction, but how about Faith's darkly visioned glass exto enlarge and the longer we keep the one whom we have offended? Are
changed at last for rapturous sight
pondering over the matter the worse we anxious that a reconciliation be
above.
it appears to be. It so frequently reached and do we go to them with a
Selected by Lizzie Basehore.
happens that the act or attitude that willingness to be corrected if need be
we take exception to was not intend- that love and fellowship may coned as we interpreted it. If we would tinue ?
Blessed is the soul who never
be more free to approach the person
The second mile principle is hard shirks,—who waits and watches—
in question the matter could be clear- for the natural or carnal mind, but and yet works.—Sel.
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CONTRIBUTIONS
WHY THE CHANGE IN OUR
BROTHERHOOD.
This inquiry has often been ventilated and is one that is worthy of our
best attention as professing to be
God's people. The writer feels it his
obligation and duty to give his conviction and that of many others on
why the Church of the Brethren
(Dunkards) is so rapidly drifting
worldward.
Space will not permit giving all the
reasons at this writing, and neither
would the writer know or attempt to
give all the causes. But my statements shall only be brief.
The change that has taken place in
the last, say, eight or ten years in
the brotherhood, is indeed proving
that something, sometime, somewhere or somehow has slipped and
doors were opened for new ideas of
more refined methods, as the old time
religion is not good enough for us any
more.
In II Cor. 6:17 we are told to "come
out from among them (the world)
and be ye separate," saith the Lord.
And why? Because in Titus 2:14 we
are to be "a peculiar people, zealous
of good works;" and in II Cor. 3:2,
"known and read of all men."
In the first place, one reason is that
some of the preachers (or pastors)
behind the sacred desk are not
preaching any more like they did
years ago of the ordinances of God's
house, and of the consequences if we
are negligent, and the awful doom
that is pronounced upon the sinner;
and, too, upon the Christian professor if he or she proves untrue.
Is it because they know better by
virtue of the college education or
knowledge that they possess above
those Spirit-filled preachers (not pastors) of years ago? We hear the expression from ministers sometimes,
"Don't do as I do, but do as I tell
you." This is altogether contrary to
Paul's teachings when he says, "Be
ye followers of me as I also am of
Christ." And the good old saying still

holds true like our dear fathers and
mothers in Israel used to say, that,
"if the message comes from the
heart, it will also go to the heart.
It is also true that too many sermons to-day come from eighteen inches above the heart; they are poured upon the people and run off like
the water from a duck's back, without any drawing power to Christianized humanity. Again, how little is
being preached on the separated life
in coming out from among the world
in many things?
I have been told that in some parts
of the Brotherhood we have members
who even take the office of judge,
lawyer, sheriff, justice of the peace,
and governor of a state.
My dear brethren and sisters, how
can we be partakers of these carnal
offices and uphold the teachings of
our dear Savior in reference to the
separated life?
But remember we can not serve
God and mammon. Again in our appearance we are to be separated from
the world. As that is one of the outward manifestations whereby we are
being read and observed of men.
Why must the soldier of any nation have his distinct uniform on before he can engage in any work that
he is called upon to do? It is because
the uniform shows to what nation or
kingdom he belongs. And many other
organizations must appear in the
same way. Employees are uniformed to comply with head-quarters. And
why do we not, as God's elect, stand
out foursquare in our uniforms and
show the world where we belong?
Why is the standing collar on our
coats and vests being lost? In some
sections we note the collar on the coat
is lost altogether, and some few have
it on the vest alone, which is a sign of
drifting.
Yes, some will say, there is nothing
in plain clothing, but we can. see according to Matt. 7-15, the words
spoken by Jesus in His Sermon on the
Mount, that it is possible for professed Christians to wear plain clothes or
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sheep's clothing and yet be unsaved.
But a sheep or the truly saved children of God would not dress in wolves
clothing or appear like the world.
Why is the beard seeming to become a disgrace among the believers ?
Because many of our young, as well
as older brethren (and sisters) are
scoffing at it. Why is the prayer covering so fast disappearing among the
sisters? In some churches it is lost
altogether (in the Brotherhood)
while others have it on at love feast
occasions only. Other coverings are
so small that they only partly fit the
fixed hair (not head) while in services ; otherwise the head is covered
with a hat, or rats or waves, or else
the hair or glory bobbed. Why is
the sister's cape almost lost, especially to the rising generation, and the
simple dress plain and neat, which
reached from the wrist to the neck,
and from there to the shoes, without slits and many colors? And why
is the skin not natural any more?
Now the sum of the whys is briefly:
First, "Preaching is too modernized." We no longer have the real
genuine, true Gospel preaching like
the Sermon on the Mount—plain and
simple in every avenue and easy t
understand. But nowadays it seems
almost necessary to take the dictionary along to follow the discourseSome, if the preaching does not suit,
stay at home or go somewhere els
or listen in on the radio.
Second, respect is lacking. Tfo
seemingly is little respect shown f a
God's house and His people. This i
a proven fact by the way members
seek pleasure, and the many device
members allow the devil to introduo
in the churches like gymnasiun
basket ball, cantatas, moving pict
and slides, suppers, worldly
grams, plays, games, etc. Also
ernized church buildings with mt
cal instruments, towers, bells, coL
windows with a picture of the CI
(mocking), etc., showing the f
ward trend rather than a desir
become like the children of the
arated or heavenly kingdom. I
live on as though they had no
shun; they fear man more than
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who is able and will help us through
Jesus Christ if we are only willing.
Third, ashamed of God and his
plan. In Mark 8:38 we read: "Whosoever therefore shall be ashamed of
me (Christ) and my words, of him
shall the Son of man be ashamed."
Some of us are ashamed of his
(Christ's) calling, and of becoming
like Him, and because of the finger of
scorn, of being scoffed at; dressing
peculiar is not popular any more. It
does not sound modernized to be called "Old Foggie." And again, some
appear very different when they go
to visit a friend away from home or
go to town, from what they do when
at services.
Fourth, self-willed. We are not
willing to fall into the hands of the
church to be governed by that which
we all so faithfully promised when received into the church, yes, even until death. But where are we? Too
many want their own way about it.
Some older ones think they know, and
prove disloyal by their actions, and
the younger follow. All seem to be of
one mind, "My mind, the educated I,"
not the mind of Christ which we must
possess if we ever want to gain entrance through the portals of eternal
bliss.
And the only remedy we have to
these diseases is: to accept the plan
of salvation and follow the Lord, our
true and faithful guide, and obey and
live according to all His requirements,
as our forefathers taught and preached before the poison of spurious doctrines were so universally introduced,
and may God help us to follow Him
with reverential fear and trembling
with much prayer and fasting.
—J. Herman Rosenberger, in The
Gospel Messenger. Arr.
Where are we, the Brethren in
Christ? How do we measure up to
the standard? Are there not some
of the same changes in our own beloved brotherhood ? Let us take these
things to heart and each one see how
he or she is living. I fear there are
those who are to-day members of our
church (the Brethren in Christ) who
are living too far from God. Some of
our so-called sisters are dressed like
the world. Where are our capes on
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the dresses, which I believe the world
respects ? If we see brethren wearing
neckties, how are they to be distinguished from the vilest sinner by
their clothes. Let us be separate in
dress. Let us awake! We must be
ready when Jesus comes. Will He be
pleased with us in every way? May
the Lord help us is my prayer.
Sent by Helen Bowers, Hope, Kans.

blessing. Every blessing flows from
Him, and when we have the life of
the Lord in us, it will be an easy matter to have the same blessing flow out
of us to those with whom we get in
contact.—In Eastern Gospel Banner.

A HELP OR A HINDRANCE.

"If any man will come after me, let
him deny himself, and take up his
cross and follow Me" (Matt. 16:24.)
These .words, words that fell from
the lips of Christ, from the lips of
Him who weighed well every sentence, are indeed startling words.
Those who think they are not, do not
comprehend their real meaning. The
path that Jesus Himself trod, was the
path of self-denial and sacrifice, and
if we would follow Him and be His
disciples we must walk in the ways of
sacrifice and self-denial.
These words, though spoken years
ago, have the same true and important meaning to-day as if they had fallen from the lips of the Master in this
very time in which we live. They are
intended for us just as much as they
were intended for the disciples to
whom the words were originally addressed.
You will notice that what is required of one disciple is required of all
disciples, for God is no respector of
persons. He does not make one set of
conditions for one class and another
set of conditions for another class.
All who would be disciples of Jesus
Christ, whether they be rich or poor,
educated or illiterate, white or black,
all must submit to the same test: "If
any man will come after Me," etc.
I. The First Condition of Discipleship
That Jesus Mentions Is That of
Self-denial.
What is self-denial? Self-denial is
not the living the life of a hermit or
the denying of several little things
for a short period of time. The meaning of self-denial as meant by the
Master is to refuse to follow our own
desires or do our own will, if our desires are not according to the teachings of the Word of God or our will is
not in absolute accord with the will of

E. N. Cassel
When Jesus was on the earth,
many pressed near Him and were
healed of their diseases, "for virtue
went put of Him." When Boaz went
out into his harvest field and met his
reapers he said unto them, "The Lord
be with you," and they answered him,
"The Lord bless thee." It could be
supposed that Boaz was not a hindrance to his workmen but a help.
Wherever Jesus went He was a blessing; "Virtue went out of Him." He
was a dispenser of blessings and not
of curses.
We are in the world and cannot
help but be either a help or a hindrance. Everybody in the world has
an influence on some one else. If inanimate bodies have an influence on
inanimate bodies how much more do
bodies with life have influence on
those with whom they come in contact. All our actions and all our
thoughts take root outside of ourselves either for good or for bad.
Wherever we go or wherever we stay
we effect those around us either for
good or for bad. We make life either
easier or harder for those with whom
we meet.
Every thought, every word, every
deed of the Lord was a blessing.
Wherever He went "Virtue went out
of Him." Richter once said "If thou
knewest how every black thought of
thyne, or every glorious one, took
root outside of thee; and for halve a
century, and infinitely more than
that, pushed or bored its healing or
poisonous roots, how piously should
we speak or think."
Unless we are reflecting the life of
the Lord Jesus Christ we cannot be a

CONDITIONS OF DISCIPLESHIP.
B. Bryan Musselman
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the Spirit. If we really deny ourselves as Christ would have us deny
ourselves we refuse any pleasure to
our minds or to our flesh or to our
souls that does not spring from God
or lead to God.
to God.
We should deny ourselves because
Jesus denied Himself. He has given
us an example or pattern in all
things. We should carefully follow in
His footsteps. He denied Himself.
1. For the sake of Himself.
"Who for the joy that was set before Him endured the cross" (Heb.
12:2). The Apostle tells us that He
"became obedient unto death even the
death of the cross,' 'and then adds
"wherefore God has also highly exalted Him" (Phil. 2:9.)
2. For the sake of others.
His purpose of coming to the world
and submitting to the treatment
which He received at the hands of
wicked men was that He might "seek
and save that which was lost." He
came to call sinners to repentance.
His life was a most unselfish life. In
His wonderful intercessory prayer
He said, "For their sakes I sanctify
Myself that they also may be sanctified through the Truth" (John
17:19.) It is very much easier to
deny ourselves for the sake of ourselves then to deny ourselves for the
sake of others. If we have the mind
of Christ and have received His
Spirit, we find that denying ourselves
for the sage of others is a pleasure,
yea, a great delight.
3. For the sake of the Father.
When He came into the world to
begin His work as the Divine Mediator, He said to the Father "Lo I
come to do Thy will," and as He was
finishing His work He prayed, "Not
My will but Thy will be done."
II. The Second Condition of Discipleship That Jesus Mentions Is That
of Cross-bearing.
"If any man will come after Me let
him deny himself and take up his
cross." This implies—•
1. Action.
After a man becomes a disciple of
Jesus Christ he is not intended to sit
down and spend his time in idleness.
The beginning of the career of the
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Christian is the beginning of usefulness, activity, earnestness and endeavor.
2. Endurance.
Paul exhorts Timothy to endure
hardness as a good soldier of Jesus
Christ (II Tim. 2:3.) We may not in
this age be called upon to endure
what the Apostles and martyrs were
called upon to endure,' yet in this
present time endurance is required.
Because many are not able to endure,
they fall by the wayside.
3. Fellowship with Christ is His
sufferings.
This ought to be regarded as a
privilege by every disciple of Jesus.
The disciple should never expect to
be above his Master or the servant
be above his Lord. If Jesus endured
sufferings, no disciple of His ought
to expect to escape suffering. When
we suffer, if we suffer with Christ,
we ought to regard our suffering in
the light in which such suffering was
regarded by Peter in I Peter 2:19-21.
III. The Third Condition of Discipleship That Jesus Mentions Is That
of Following Him.
As disciples of Jesus we must follow Jesus. If we do not follow Him
we are not His disciples. We may
have many commendable traits of
character, our names may be upon
the church record, we may be regarded by the world as followers of
Christ, but if we do not follow the
Christ we are not the disciples of
Christ. We must follow Him in the
way of obeying His commands. Obedience to His Word is esentially necessary to discipleship. Obedience
leads us on to service. What a life of
service was the life of Christ! He
came into this world not to be ministered unto but to minister. So we
are busy doing service for our Master.
This service is the result of sacrifice.
As soon as we are willing to obey His
Word and become His humble servants and are ready to sacrifice our all
for Him, then we are caused to be
happy. Jesus never asks us to do
something that we cannot afford to
do. If we follow Him with hearts that
are loyal and courageous, He will
lead us to triumph over all our foes
and at last will present us to the Fa-
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ther faultless. There we truly will
see that the privilege of discipleship,
with all the self-denial connected
therewith, was indeed very profitable.
May we ever strive to be His true disciples and walk even as He walked.
WE MAY KNOW GOD'S WILL.
"It seems to me," mused the old
saint, "that there shouldn't be any
half knowledge about questions of
what the Lord's will is; no uncertainties. If we only wait for a full
revelation (and why need we stir till
we have it ?) we shall be, we may be,
as sure as Moses was, or any one of
them to whom God spoke. We have
such a hasty way of deciding upon
the least bit of evidence that God has
spoken to us—especially when our
will is strongly set in one direction.
Moses did not know the Lord's will
once, and he put the man in ward and
waited. Paul said, 'as soon as I shall
see how it will go with me.'
" 'But suppose,' was the perplexed
question, 'that the time has come for
us to act?'
"If your time to act and God's time
to teach you don't come together it's
rather queer, that's all. I will tell
you when your time to act is, when
God has told you what to do. This acting upon a half knowledge of God's
will is the plague and punishment of
some lives; it does not give Christians
faith, it gives them presumption, and
oh, what folly is charged to God."
THE BLESSING THAT RIFTS THE
CLOUDS.
Justification, peace, regeneration,
adoption, the witness of the Spirit.
All these are phases of the one salvation blessing that comes to the penitent, trusting soul. Sanctification,
greater Christ-likeness in heart, perfect love, the gift of the Holy Spirit.
These are the elements that make up
what seems to be one sublime spiritual event with the child of God who
by faith lays hold on his full inheritance at the end of a purposeful consecration which delivers up the old carnal self to be put to death. The first
blessing more nearly meets the an-
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alogy of birth, the second, the analogy of death. The first is out of
Spiritual Egypt; the second is into
spiritual Canaan.
• Justification is the first aspect of
the blessing that breaks upon the
seeking penitent. It is directly by
faith, making unlet the free overtures of grace; in peace, regeneration,
adoption and assurance, which are indirectly by faith, coming like an automatic result with justification. Being justified by faith, we have peace.
Sanctification is the first aspect of
the deeper blessing that breaks upon
the seeking believer. It is directly by
faith; but being induced by the baptism with the Holy Spirit, it is correct
also to say that the Holy Spirit is received directly by faith. But the
greater Christ-likeness and the perfect love and the richer fruitages of
grace are only indirectly by faith.
They are inseparable from the Holy
Spirit's presence, just as a sanctified
heart is impossible without his presence.
Justification
and
sanctification
therefore answer to each other in being the direct objects of faith, expressly given by faith (Rom. 5:1,
Acts 26:18); and they are divine
transactions, one hundred per cent,
divine. No condition that we meet,
leading up to them, has anything to
do with causing them; yet, unlike all
other aspects of Christian experience,
deliberate, intelligent conditions must
be met, with a good deal of determination, before they can be realized.
Justification and sanctification are
the blessings which, regardless of
emotional states, are inevitable when
all conditions are met and impossible
before all conditions are met.
The deeper experience does not introduce a different life, but a greater
abundance of the same life. It does
not bring a new kind of spiritual fruit
into the life, but it is that purging
which causes the branch in the true
vine to bring forth "more" of the
same kind of fruit. In its inner essence, as an experience, it is the sequence of justification. While the expression might mislead a spiritual
primer school, which is about the status of the average church, justifica-
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tion is sanctification initiated, and
sanctification is the highest form of
justification. The latter term may be
even employed, as in Romans 8, to
mean not only forgiveness and adoption, but a maximum of experimental
holiness in Christ which fully meets
God's approval.

spirit of appreciation and can only
administer congratulations and compliments in a mechanical way because
it is fashionable or because self-interest is served, or because the conscience is disturbed by some sermon
or tragedy. We are called to honor
all men.

SEEDS OF KINDNESS

WANTED. A MAN!

We are often afraid to treat them A piggy once fastened its poor little
head
well, lest wes hould spoil them. So
In
the
crack of a ten rail fence;
the son or daughter toils on from day
And
all
the
hogs passing, enroute to
to day with no words of praise or enbe
fed,
couragement from mother or father
Would bite him before they'd go
or sister or brother. We are afraid
hence.
if we say to the servant, You have
done this well,—he will strike for
higher pay or lower grade of his The taller the person in front of the
ranks,
work or become impudent. Husband
The
greater that life may have
or wife must take the other's estigrown,
mate of their works and achievements as a matter of course. If I The quicker we mortals attack on the
'flank
should begin to search for the good
Of
the
one in adversity thrown.
things she has done and make much
over them it would spoil my emphatic
God works in the world by human
mood and she might think I was goagencies. These agencies are individing to die—getting so good. The
ual men and women or groups of peopreacher; the teacher; the Sunday
ple. The groups are manifold, from
school officer or teacher; the mergreat denominations, with endowed
chant; the manufacturer; the street
in-stitutions, down to the simple or
cleaner; the little child learning to
even temporary association or sowalk; the governor; the bishop; the
ciety. But in it all, the individual has
athlete at play; the girl with her
a large place. "We, the people of the
music; the grandmother with her
United States" did not write its Deknitting—they all take heart and
claration of Independence or its Consunshine as a result of sincere words
stitution. The College of Bishops did
of encouragement, even from the
not write the Episcopal Address to
humblest source.
the General Conference. The Bill proWe recognize the existence of the hibiting the use of tobacco among
flatterer. He does two pieces of mis- American Methodist preachers, and
chiefs ; he causes weak people to over- the Bill prohibiting interstate traffic
estimate themselves, and causes in strong drink, and the Bill putting
praise to be withheld by some who go an to slavery in the British possesto an opposite extreme, trying to sions, was written by a man.
avoid his extreme. But our chief
A balanced recognition of the place
shortage in words of encouragement of the individual, a deference to valto others is because we fail to culti- id and normal human leadership,
vate a healthy spirit of appreciation. trusted and given a free hand, is the
The mouth speaks from the abund- central idea which marks the distincance of the heart. Mental criticism tion between normal democracy and
of everybody and everything about loose flung socialism . The former is
us, brooding over the dark side of life, a representative government, recogliving with self as the center, permit- nizing its naturally qualified leaderting envy to enter the heart,—any of ship around which it is centralized;
these evils can cause the heart to
shrink till it ceases to bubble with the
(Continued on Page 11.)
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He emigrated to this, country about fiftysix years ago, and settled in Michigan
where he lived for about eight years, and
in 1878 he came to Dickinson Ct., Kans.,
W0LGEMUTH-MELH0RN
and bought his home about three miles
On October 15th, 10:00 a. m. at the home
north of the Belle Springs Church, where
of the bride's parents, Bro. and Sr. Christ.
the funeral services were held, with burial
YINGST-CUSTER
Melhorn of Florin, Pa., there occurred the
in the adjoining cemetery by the side of his
marriage of their daughter, Sr. Mary N.
wife, who preceded him to the spirit world
On October 10, 1925, Richard Weldon about six years. After his wife's death, he
Melhorn and Bro. C. Miller Wolgemuth, son
of Bro. and Sr. Ezra Wolgemuth of near Custer and Sr. Mary Ann Yingst, both of
made his home near, Wilniot, South Dakota
Mt. Joy, Pa., Bishop L. O. Musser officiating. Dauphin County, Penna., were married a t with his brother-in-law, Andrew Christianthe home of the officiating minister, Eld. son. A nephew, A. F. Christianson acGeorge Detwiler.
companied the body to its last resting place.
KREIDER-MYERS
In his youth he was confirmed into the Lutheran Church, with which body he retained
LANDES-BOWERS
On October 15th, 2:00 p. m. at the home
his
indentification until death, seeking to
of the bride's parents Bro. and Sr. Jno.
On September 12, 1925, at 12:00 o'clock do right, before his God, and his fellowMyers of Mt. Joy, Pa., there occurred the
marriage of their daughter Sr. Lillian S. noon at the home of the bride's father, Bis- men. Funeral services were conducted by
Myers and Bro. Abram S. Kreider of near hop Jacob K. Bowers, there occurred the Elders C. A. Shank of the Church of the
Columbia, Pa., Bishop L. 0 . Musser of- marriage of his daughter Sr. Cora Bowers Brethren and Bishop Jacob N. Engle of the
and Bro. Daniel Landes of Harleysville, Pa. Brethren in Christ Church.
ficiating.
Elder S. G. Engle of Phila., officiating.

MARRIAGES

ZOOK-ENGLE.

ZOOK-KAUFFMAN

On October 22, 1925, at the home of Bro.
and Sr. N. E. Zook of Abilene, Kans., an
impressive double wedding ceremony was
solemnized when their two youngest daughters were 'united in marriage; Florence
Anna to D. Stanley Engle, son of Bro. and

Sr. J. G. Engle of Hope, Kansas, and Hazel
Marie to Harold E. Kauffman, son of Bro.
and Sr. John E. Kauffman of Abilene, Kans.
Rev. C. B. Zook of Ottawa, Kansas was the
officiating minister.

OBITUARIES
WHITE—Louis White was born near
Loland, Denmark, April 27, 1846, and died
October 23, 1925, aged 79 years, 5 months
and 26 days.

LANDIS—Elder Henry Landis of Millersburg, Penna., was born June 13, 1846, and
departed this life at his home on October
25, 1925, aged 79 years, 4 months and
twelve days. His death was due to a stroke.
He was married to Rebecca Smeltzer on
the 26th day of January, 1865, who preceded
him to the spirit world on December 5, 1919.

II"
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To this union were born ten children, one
of whom died in childhood. The surviving
children are as follows: Mrs. J. H. Frymire,
Thomas, Okla.; Mrs. D. R. Eyster, also of
Thomas, Okla., who at present is in Arcadia, Fla., in Gospel Mission work; John
M. of Mechanicsburg, Pa.; Jacob E. and
George W. of Abilene, Kans.; Mrs. Wm.
Steinbrecher and Miss Lizzie A. Landis of
Green, Kansas; Mrs. Susan A. Caskey of
Millersburg, Pa., with whom he resided and
Harry L. of Millersburg and also forty-five
grandchildren, fifty-three great grandchildren and many relatives and friends.
He was converted when but a young man
and has served in the ministry of the Gospel
forty-five years.
Funeral services were conducted in the
Free Grace Church, by Elders T. A. Long
and H. K. Kreider. Text: Psalms 116-15,
selected by the deceased. Interment in the
nearby cemetery.

But Lambert,
You still belong to us, we have not
Really lost you,
We know you're safe in the glad home land
And we belong there too;
The bond that made us one down here
Need never broken be,
And while you cannot come to us
We all can go to thee.

FUNK—Mary Ann Funk Bechtel was born
in Waterloo county, Ontario, August 24,
1836, died October 24, 1925, aged 89 years
and 2 months. At the age of twenty-three
she was united in marriage to Amos Bechtel, of Waterloo county, Ontario. To this
union were born six daughters and four
sons. Her husband and one son and two
daughters preceded her in death. She is
survived by four daughters and three sons:
Mrs. Jacob Fulmer and Mrs. John Stansbury of Elkhart; Mrs. John Kehr of Vulcan,
Alberta; Mrs. Samuel Troup of Chase,
Mich.; Amos Bechtel of Elkhart; Kufus
Bechtel of Goshen; Alpha Bechtel of Venice, Calif. Also thirty-six grandchildren
and sixty-three great grandchildren survive.
About 1866 she united with the Brethren
in Christ Church of which she was a faithful member until her death. Her husband
was a devout and faithful minister of the
church and they having been among the
early settlers in Indiana, were numbered
among the pillars of the church in this
district in its early history. Funeral services were conducted by Bish. B. F. Hoover
of Mansfield, 0., assisted by Rev. H. Kreider
of the Brethren church and Rev. J. H. McGowen of the Mennonite church. Text:
Psa. 23. Interment in Yellow Creek cemetery.

Reports

IN MEMORIAM
Where's Lambert?
We've really tried to call him back
We miss him so,
Both heart and voice keep whispering
His name;
There seems so many vacant places
Everywhere we go,
And still we know our vanished boy
Will never come again.

Dear Lambert,
You left us on an exile strand,
A vale of sighs and tears,
You're in the glorious, morning land
Where they count not time by years;
We are glad you are there
And will grieve no more, but with joy
We'll work and wait,
To join you in the morning
Just inside the Eastern Gate.
Composed by A. G. Doner, in memory of
Lambert Wideman.

ZION, KANSAS NOTES
Zion, Kansas, church observed her annual love-feast, Saturday and Sunday, October 17 and 18. Owing to rain the day before the roads were muddy and not so many
were present Saturday as were expected,
however the size of the crowd does not always make the meeting and a very inspiring meeting was held during the day.
Bro. Books from Pennsylvania was with
us and spoke in the forenoon. In the afternoon there were a number of inspiring
talks given by the visiting brethren including Bro. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., from Penna.
The love-feast ordinances were observed
in the evening. Not so many members were
present, but I believe that each one present
was inspired with a stronger determination than ever to follow the Lord more
closely than ever before, for there surely is
a wonderful blessing to the child of God
in observing these ordinances.
Sunday morning Bro. Hostetter again
brought the message to us and in the evening he began a series of revival meetings
at the Abilene church. This is the beginning of the revival effort in Kansas this fall,
in which Bro. Hostetter and Bro. Ernest
Swalm will have charge.
Will you not pray that it will be one long
to be remembered because of the Spirit of
God falling in such power that many of our
friends and neighbors will find the One Who
taketh away the sins of the world? —Cor.

If the way to heaven be narrow, it
is not long; and if the gate be strait,
it opens into endless life.—Sel.
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REPORT OF MT. CARMEL MISSION.
Gladwin, Michigan
Dear readers of the Visitor:
We come to you once more with a report
of the work here. We are so thankful for
what the Lord has been doing for us and
the way he has met with us since last we
wrote. We can truly say there has not been
a day but what there were things to praise
our dear Savior for. Even through the
tests—which were not a few—we could
praise God, for they only showed us more
plainly how helpless we are of ourselves
and that our strength and victory lies in
the secret of trusting Him.
We enjoyed a blessed time in the Lord
over our fall love-feast held October 3rd
and 4th. The Lord met us in a gracious
way during the services and we all received
new courage and strength to fight on till
Jesus comes. We appreciated so much the
help given us by the Brethren who came
from Mooretown, Carland and Merrill. May
the Lord bless them abundantly for the effort it took to come.
We were privileged to have with us on
Monday, October 12th, Bish. Bert Shirk
from Canada, who was on his way home
from the Merrill love-feast. He gave us a
meeting Monday night and the Lord was
there in saving power. Two of the girls
from our Young Peoples Class made a start
for the Kingdom. After praying through
they arose and gave very clear testimonies
that the Lord had really saved them. Pray
with us that these girls may be kept faithful, for the enemy is busy and will do his
utmost to draw them back again into his
service.
This is our first financial report and it is
somewhat late because of not knowing fully how to proceed and also some other hindrances, but we will try and be more
prompt in the future.
We are very thankful and do appreciate
all that has been given and that which has
been done for us to supply our needs. May
our Heavenly Father, who so tenderly cares
for us all, bless and reward each one
abundantly is our prayer.
Financial Report for April, May and June
Receipts
Clement S. S

$2.55
Expenditures

Table supplies
Other provisions
Incidentals
Coal Oil

$14.09
9.65
2.06
1.21

Total expense
Receipts

$27.01
2.55

Total Deficit

$24.46

Financial Report for July, August and Sept.
Receipts
Zion S. S., Kans
$18.15
Tent offering
13.16
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San Francisco Mission
Clement S. S., Mich

58.20
2.46

Total Receipts
Total Expense

$91.97
$89.71

Balance on hand
Expenditures
Table supplies, etc
Other provisions
Incidentals
Sugar for canning
Coal Oil

$ 2.26

Expense
Deficit carried forward

$65.25
24.46

$37.42
17.76
1.92
5.75
2.40

Total expense
$89.71
Other Donations:—Sr. Harry Stillwagon,
Bro. and Sr. Sam Ringler, Sr. Charles Westover, Mr. and Sr. Wesley Brown, Sr. Bert
Boakes, Bro. and Sr. Arthur Hager, Sr.
Blane Yeager, Bro. and Sr. Dave Hamilton,
Bro. and Sr. Charles Snover, Mrs. George
Snover, Cora Snover, Mr. Melvin Prey, ro.
John Solomen, Mrs. Jacob Tews and Mrs.
Geo. Snover. Also some of the dear ones
froh Mooretown, Carland and Merrill have
remembered us in a substantial way.
We received a personal offering of $21.00
from the Wainfleet S. S., Ont., Can. and also
$29.75 from the Waukena S. S., Calif. We
surely do thank the dear ones for remembering our personal needs in this way.
We were also very grateful for the box
of clothing and bedding which was sent us
for the needy in our community from the
Abilene Sewing Circle in Kansas. We gave
them to different needy homes where they
were thankfully received.
We thank you again for the interest and
help you have given us and we ask your
prayers that the work may prosper here
and that we may all be kept faithful and
true till Jesus comes.
Yours in the Master's Service,
Henry P. and Lela Fern Heisey.
WELLAND MISSION.
May the Lord richly bless you all, who
have so kindly met our needs in bringing in
provisions from Markham, Lisle, Bertie,
Wainfleet and other places. We surely appreciate every kindness shown.
The electric washer has been purchased
and is giving good satisfaction, there is yet
thirty-five dollars to make up, then it will
be all paid. We trust each donor will be
richly repaid.
The Lord is blessing the work here. We
hope that as we labor for Him you will hold
us up at a throne of grace, that hungry
souls will be fed and that those who are
down deep in sin may be rescued from that
awful doom, which awaits every soul who is
not prepared to meet God. We feel the
responsibility which is ours and desire an
interest in your prayers.
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Financial report for July, August and Sept.
Receipts
July
Sr. Myrtle Henderson
$2.00
Bro. Peter Sider
.'
3.00
Bro. Adam Bossert
2.00
A Brother
3.00
Bro. Andrew Sider
1.00
Bro. Albert Reigle
1.00
Sr. Bitner
1.00
Bro. A. Storm
5.00
Bro. Jacob Reichard
5.00
Bro. Ed. Neff
2.00
Sr. Sarah Climenhaga
1.00
Sr. Reavely
1.00
August
Sr. Nettie Patterson
1.00
Sr. Laura Cassel
1.00
Bro. Anthony Winger
5.00
Sr. Henry Long
1.00
Sr. Sarah Steckley
2.00
September
Sr. Evelyn Winger
5.00
Fern Winger
1.00
Bro. Floyd Winger
50
Bro. Earl Winger
1.00
Sr. Chester Bearse
1.00
Sr. Sarah Steckley
1.00
Bro. George French
2.00
Bro. I. Swalm
1.00
Bro. Earnest Swalm
1.00
Bro. Percy Cober
3.00
Bro. Reuben Heise
2.00
Bro. Albert Cober
2.00
Bro. Harvey Cober
2.00
Sr. Neff
5.00
Home Mission Board
70.00
Bertie Sunday School
50.00
Markham Sunday School
25.00
Total

$209.50
Expenditures

Miscellaneous
Provisions
Gas, phone, water, electric, car fare

$12.56
131.61
31.20

Total
$175.37
Balance on hand
$34.13
Yours for precious souls,
L. B. and Anna Schell
and workers
Sr. Pearl Swalm, Sr. Ella Cober.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO NOTES
Our love-feast held on October 24-25,
was an occasion of special blessing and inspiration. The attendance was large despite the rainy and inclement • weather.
Bro. V. L. Stump was with us to minister
the Word which was blessed to our edification. We had a number with us who had
not met in our services for a few years
past, and all enjoyed the manifest presence
of the Spirit. There were those who received definite help during the meeting.
On Sunday evening, a few of us gathered
to have a communion service with our aged
sister, Lydia Otewalt, who is now in her
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88th year. We had a very enjoyable season together.
We are glad to number in our congregation, Sisters Clara and Ruth Stoner of
Grantham, Pa.; Ruth Berger of Englewood,
O.; and Brother Benjamin Hess of Mt. Joy,
Pa., who are attending Wittenberg College
of our city this school year.
REPORT OF HOME MISSION TRJEAjf.
For July, Aug. and Sept.
Abner Martin, Treas.
Balance on hand
$252.29
Belle Spring, S. S., Kan
14.00
Maytown S. S. Pa
26.87
Waukena S. S. Cal., J. Meyer
17.54
Ellen Brandt, Pa
.
10.00
Mrs. Samuel Legron, Tiffin, 0
5.00
Anna McCulloh, 111., Pledge
5.00
Chester Gish, Abilene, Kan
2.00
Rosebank, S. S., Kan
16.35
Sister J. R. Herr, Abilene, Kan
5.00
Susan Engle, Abilene, Kan
5.00
A Sister, East Petersburg, Pa
2.00
O. B. Ulery, Springfield, O., Pledge
50.00
Leah Ulery, Springfield, O.,
5.00
Mrs. Hammon, Springfield, 0
3.00
Peter Bucher, New Paris, Indiana
Pledge
25.00
A. B. Musser, Elizabethtown, Pa
25.00
Fairland Harvest Meeting offering,
Wm. Mell
85.00
Carlisle S. S., Pa., S. Wingert
21.00
Lancaster S. S., Pa
6.43
Manor S. S., Pa
18.75
Pequa S. S., Pa
3.29
Manor Pequa Dist, Pa
108.00
V. Pauline Hess, Pa., Pledge .
25.00
Eli M. Engle, Mt. Joy, Pa
11.00
Isaiah and Katie Tyson, Pa
5.00
Mechanicsburg S. S., Pa., D. Brubaker
26.10
Edna Booser, Pa
10.00
Mowersville Harvest Meeting offering, Pa
55.35
Bal. Tent Meeting, Gladwin, Mich.... 11.84
Zion S. S., Mich., A. Kiteley
24.00
Franklin Corner S. S., Ill
5.00
Elizabeth Thuma.Ohio, Pledge
10.00
Allen Wingerd, 4th quarter, Kan
11.96
Rosebank S. S., Kan
16.13
Cash
12.37
Souderton and Silverdale Dist., Pa
68.00
New Guilford Dist., Pa
10.00
Cheapside Tent offerinng
62.43
A Brother, Nottawa Dist
1.00
Howich Tent offering
172.33
Wainfleet Church offering
70.71
Mater Estate, per John Mater
25.00
Mr9. Benjamin Winger
1.00
Vaughan S. S
19.69
Young People's Preliminary Class,
Markham, Onij
11.45
Earnest Lofthouse
25.00
White Pigeon Tent offering.
159.14
Laura Wintermute Sherk
5.00
A Brother, Wainfleet, Ont
5.00
Eld. H. R. Heise
5.00
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Boyle Tent offering
Mary Brillinger, Conf. Pledge
Bert. Shirk, Conf. Pledge
Clarence Center Tent offering.
Total
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75.62
50.00
5.00
279.22
1990.38

Expenditures for Apr., May and June
Walter Reighard, car fare to NorthWest
,.
50.00
Walter Reighard, Deficit
10.00
Walter Reighard, allowance 1 worker 20.00
H. W. Landis, allowance 5 workers 100.00
Barbara Hitz, allowance 1 worker... 20.00
Wilbur Snyder, Allowance 2 workers 40.00
Wm. H. Boyer, Allowance 3 workers 60.00
L. F. Sheetz, Chapel rent and horse
feed
36.56
L. F. Sheetz, Allowance 2 workers.... 40.00
Sarah H. Bert, Allowance 6 workers 120.00
D. E. Jennings, Allowance 3 workers 60.00
Herman Miller, Allowance 3 workers 60.00
Henry P. Heisey, Allowance 2 workers
40.00
Maggie Sollenberger, Allowance 2
workers,
40.00
John Martin, Allowance 4 workers 80.00
Earl Bossert, Allowance 4 workers 80.00
Elizabethtown Nat. Bank interest.... 45.50
Evangelical Visitor Pub. House
22.95
C. N. Hostetter Jr., stamps
:
2.00
D. E. Jennings, Deficit at Bethel.... 40.00
John A. Stump, fare to Chicago and
return
3.99
Clyde Shirk, fare to Phila
75.00
Clyde Shirk, Deficit for freight and
drayage
85.00
L. F. Sheetz, Chapel rent
36.00
H. P. Heisey, Auto expenses
32.24
Four Workers at Welland
80.00
Jesse Steckley and wife, time and
fare
72.80
Running expenses of four tent meetings
62.78
Tax on Welland Mission
32.15
Coal for Welland Mission
9.00
Trucking and Bonds for moving tent
:
30.00
Cora Sailor, Allowance
6.9Q
Deficit at Welland
50.00
Trucking tents to Bertie
25.00
Shipping tents from Howick
23.50
Bert Sherk, time and car expense.... 49.00
Anna Engle, time and carfare
30.00
Pearl Swalm, time and carfare
32.00
Ella Cober, time and carfare
9.60
Earl Snider and wife, time and carfare,
121.30
Ray Witter, time and carefare
216.11
Mary Hess, time and carfare
50.00
Total Expenditures

2099.38

GEMS OF THOUGHT GIVEN AT THE
WAINFLEET S. S. CONVENTION.
One of the things pertaining to a Christian home, is to teach children hospitality.
The teacher is the best object lesson.
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Failure is sure for two classes of people,
—those who want every new thing and
those who want nothing new.
Parents who neglect taking their children to Sunday school, ought never have
any entrusted to their care.
When the boy or girl of any teacher goes
to the altar to be saved, that teacher ought
to be quick to grasp this opportunity of
finishing His Work.
If you come to the Sunday School having studied the lesson from your Bible you
will very likely have something more than
others for most people have only studied
their lesson helps.
The greatest theological seminaries the
Brethren in Christ have today is the Sunday School.
Giving attention to the proper development of a child's religious instinct is a great
aid to the Holy Spirit.
Thanking you for this favor, I remain,
Your brother,
Earl M. Snider.
CHRISTIAN WORKER, ARE YOU HOLDING YOUR OWN?
Christ so high and Holy
Up there in heaven above,
Left His home in glory
To win us by His love.
Brother, Sister, you who are in the service of King Jesus:
Will you stop and reason with me a little?
Are you losing the members you had
two or three years ago, or do you have
those who are weak and don't seem' to get
a clear experience? If so, have you looked at
your life to see if you are as humble or
common as you were at one time?
I was asked once why some of the workers
could have such expensive goods to make
their plain dresses.
Some have said, "we can't go to church
any more until we can get better dresses to
wear." Dear ones be careful, there is danger
in getting proud, even having on the plain
cut dresses.
Dear ones, we know soldier's of the U. S.
Army all have the same quality of goods
in their uniform. Don't you think God
could accomplish more in the lives of his
people if they were more on the same
level.
A house divided against itself can not
stand. Neither can God's Work be at its
best where there is not unity.
May the Holy Spirit search hearts.
A sister in love,
Lela Pierce.

It was the imputation of our sins
to Christ that hid from Him the face
of God the Father. It is our unconfessed disobedience that brings a
cloud between Christ and us.—Robt.
Chapman.
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WANTED, A MAN
(Continued from Page 7.)
the latter fosters a vague idealism
about everybody doing it, to prevent
the abuse of pre-eminence and give
every fellow a chance. It usually ends
in an oligarchy of jealous underlings
whose very presence in the oligarchy
proves them too small for individual
achievement, but who, as they stand,
are usually strong enough to destroy
the "tall fellow ahead of the crowd"
and, finally, to devour one another.
Such is the source of bolshevism in
the state, the leaven of which undertakes to work constantly in the
church and in all institutions which
count for much in the field achievement. We have reached an age when
there is constant danger of the germ
of bolshevism getting into small
minds and individual groups, and
even into large minds, where it can
serve as an agency for selfish ends.
Danger from it is far greater now
than danger from Czars, whose imperial crafts would now be dashed to
pieces by the natural winds that
blow in church and state.
Always, there has been a demand
for men and women modest to defer
to the talent of their colaborers, and
ready to rejoice in the success of others; big enough to see that the enlargement of others will not hurt
them; full of initiative, willing to
go ahead and be targets, and big
enough to swing things in their line.
The church, the institution, the community that "calls the dogs off" and
encourages such growth and freedom
of the individual will make possible
the full sequence of the pentecostal
blessing and, surviving the subtle
forces which are levelling their Babylons and Ninevahs and Jerusalems
on every side, will live to serve God
and humanity in the big day of the
world's history which is now upon us.
The yoke of Jesus loosens
breaks all other yokes.—Sel.

and

"Speak not evil of the absent or the
dead." It is easier to obey the latter
part of this.
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Page Twelve
THE

SKEPTIC'S

DAUGHTER

A True Story
On the banks of Rosedale's water,
Where the blooming flowers smiled,
Lived a pure and lovely daughter,
A rich skeptic's only child;
Crowned with knowledge, health and beauty.
Learned in all her classic lore.
And for virtue, love and duty.
She was queen of Rosedale's shore.
Famed for genius, sense and wisdom,
She became her parent's pride;
When she gained the skeptic's system,
She was almost deified;
Far and wide they saw her power
Over all disputants rise,
And her genius seemed to tower,
Like a goddess in their eyes.
A large meeting was progressing
Near her father's flowery grove,
Where poor sinners were professing
All the bliss of Christian love.
['Father, let me show the Bible
To this poor illiterate clan,
That it's nothing but a libel
On the character of man."
"Go, my daughter, you are able
To destroy their Sabbath theme;
Go and prove their book a fable,
And their doctrine all a dream."
Dressed in all her pride and glory,
She went forth to join the throng,
Where she heard the Gospel story,
Both in sermon and in song.
Soon a thrill of deep conviction
Seized upon her slumbering soul,
Filled her heart with an affection,
That her mind could not control.
Calmly rose she without falter,
All her follies bade farewell,
And came in before the altar,
Where in humble prayers she fell.
Casting all her care on heaven.
Every prayer went to the throne,
Till her sins were all forgiven,
And the Savior was her own.
Then she hastened to her father,
To inform him of God's love,
And to tell her aged mother,
There's a better world above.
"Well, my daughter, .it's reported
You have joined that ignorant horde,
To their doctrine been converted.
All against your father's word."
"O dear father, show me favor,
I've not joined that ignorant horde,
But I've found the blessed Savior,
Who is Christ the righteous Lord."
"Well, my daughter, your behavior
Seals your doom without delay;
You must either leave your Savior
Or your father's house today."
"O dear father, I will love you,
Tho' you drive me from your door.
None on earth I'll place before you,
But I love my Savior more."
"Then be gone from me forever,
I will see your face no m o r e ;
All your kindred ties you sever
When you leave your father's door."
"Only let me have your favor.
And I'll be your willing salve;
But I cannot yield my Savior,
No, I'd rather choose the grave."
"There's your likeness, clothes and purses.
Take them and at once depart.
For your prayers seem more like curses
On my wounded, broken heart."
"Goodby father; will you greet me
Where the happy millions dwell?
Here's my hand, Oh will you meet me,
Where we'll no more say farewell ?
"My dear mother, X have often
Thought of riches, pride and wealth.
But I'm now an outcast orphan,
With no home or friends on e a r t h ;
Though my father and my mother
Drive me homeless from their door,
I've a friend more dear than brother,
Who will keep >me evermore."
Leaving mansion, fields and fountains,
From the scene she turned away ;
Up the wild and rocky mountains,
Where her path in twilight lay,
To the bright and distant sago,
Slowly journeyed she along,
While her voice in lovely echo
Filled the valley with her song.
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Roseate evening mild and gentle
In sweet zephyrs fanned the moor.
And the night had spread her mantle
As the skeptic left his door.
"Oh dear Mary, come and listen
To the lovely sound I h e a r ;
Oh, come quickly; how my system
Feels a weight I cannot bear."
The wife came on the veranda,
Where she heard the notes abroad;
"O my husband, it's Amanda
In sweet converse with her God.
Hear it, through the starry region.
How its heavenly anthems rise;
O dear husband, her religion
Is the doctrine of the skies."
But these words were scarcely spoken
Ere she sank in anguish wild,
And the father's heart was broken,
As he fled towards his child,
Up the mountain, dark and lonesome.
Guided by her lovely song,
Clasped his daughter to his bosom,
"O, my child, forgive this wrong.
"O come home and save your father,
'Tis your prayers that let him live;
Come, my child, embrace your mother,
And our wretched hearts forgive."
"Yes, my parents, I'll go to you,
And we'll join the heavenly theme,
Singing glory hallelujah!
To our Savior's glorious name."
Shouting glory to her Savior,
She returned in heavenly love,
Where her parents soon found favor
In the joys of heaven above.
They, with all their sins forgiven,
Went rejoicing on their way,
To their home high up in heaven,
In the realms of endless day.
"He that loveth father or mother more than me is
not worthy of one." Mat.ll:37.
—Selected by Sr. Beyer.

HE WHICH HATH BEGUN WILL
FINISH
Philippians 1:6
God cannot change, He cannot fail,
what He has purposed He will do;
So when He has begun a work, we
know He'll surely see it through.
We are not built on shifting sand, but
on the great foundation Rock,
Which has withstood, which will
withstand, all stress and strain,
all storm and shock.
The harder that the winds may blow,
the firmer will He grasp His child;
We cannot hold Him, He holds us,
through every tempest fierce and
wild.
His eye is always on His own, He
keeps us every day and night;
His flowers He waters with His grace,
and makes them beauteous in His
sight.
All seeming ill is for our good, and
works His purposes of love,
For which we'll thank Him when we
see His plan made plain in heaven
above.
Meanwhile we praise, and trust, and
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wait, He will not fail us,' and we
know
That though they may seem slow, yet
sure His purposes for us must
grow.
Till one day, perfected in Him, before
His presence we shall stand;
And all the universe shall see the
wonder wrought by God's own
hand.
The image finished will be bright, resplendent, glorious and fair,
While all shall own God's skill and
power, which perfected and
brought us there.
—Faith Links.
(Continued from page 2.)
ness. All kinds of precious stones are
mentioned in connection with the
brest-plate of the high priest (Exod.
28:15-21), which speaks of Christ's
perfection as He appears for us before God the Father.
Wood denotes self-conceit, man's
own mind (Jer. 5:13,14; Gal. 2:1119). Hay signifies frail man's
thoughts; it is grass cut down and
dried (James 1:10,11; I Peter 1:24;
I Kings 13:21, 22). Stubble signifies
ordinances and forms of religion,
merely; it is what is left after the
grain (the reality) is taken away
(Job 21:18; 41:28,29, Is. 33:11; Jer.
13:24; Job 13:25).
IV. THE WORK OF THE WORKERS ON THE
TABERNACLE,
WHEN FINISHED WAS APPROVED. (Exod. 39:33-43).
The work all finished, they brought
it to Moses for review, examination
and scrutiny. Moses approved of it
and blessed them. Our work too, as
believers shall be made manifest; it
shall be tried as by fire, which signifies the searching judgments of God
(I Cor. 3:13-15; II Cor. 5:10). The
result will be reward or loss; this
has nothing to do;*with safety and salvation. Salvation is one thing and rewards are another thing. Salvation is
by grace through faith and rewards
are for work, service and faithfulness. The works may be burned up
but salvation is assured by the unfailing purpose of God in grace (Rom. 8:
28-32).
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All our work done, as believers, in,
through and for the Lord, after tested by fire and approved by Him, will
be rewarded by the Lord and we shall
be blessed (I Cor. 15:58; Gal. 6:9).
Every Christian worker needs the
following things—
1. A true motive. The Love of
Christ (II Cor. 5:14).
2. A true aim. To please the.Lord
(II Cor. 5:9).
3. A true manner. This is beautifully set forth in I Thessalonians
2:2-12. It is—
(1) To be Scriptural (vs.2).
(2) To be Sincere (vs. 3-6).
« (3) To be Tender-hearted (vs. 7).
(4) To be Unselfish (vss. 8, 9).
(5) To be Godly (vs. 10).
(6) To be in Earnest and Faithful
(vss. 11,12).
4. A true object. To present men
perfect before the Lord, at His coming (Col. 1:28,29).
5. A true hope. The Lord's personal
return (Luke 19:13; Titus 2:13).
PERSUASION
H. K. Kratz
No one should be so firmly settled
as not to be open to conviction along
such lines where it is possible to err.
However, we want to notice that persuasion and conviction are not quite
the one and same thing; for people
may be persuaded to do a thing but
may not be convinced of the fitness
or Tightness of doing it. The persuasion that we want to refer to is to
turn away from sin to God. This is
the preacher's business. "Knowing
therefore the terror of the Lord, we
persuade men" (II Cor. 5:11.)
When we regard the fearful aspect
of the judgments of God and the displeasure of God over sin, we seek to
loose men from the multiplied forms
of sin that hold them down—binding
them to the things of earth,- so that
they cannot render a whole-hearted
and efficient service for the Lord Jesus Christ. By reading the context
we understand that the Apostle
writes about the believers' coming before "the judgment-seat of Christ"
there to be judged as to their conduct,
i. e., their conversation; sacrifice, or
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the lack of it; and attending Divine
services, or for hindering others.
Consequently it is evident that our
work is to get believers aroused from
their sleepiness and indifference and
win them over to a life of zeal and
serviceableness with the object to
glorify God.
Men can never gain a true conception of sin, until they get a proper
conception of the holiness of God.
Christians that are on fire for God,
consciously and unconsciously wield
a strong influence for God. In the
eyes of the world we will appear as
somewhat demented, and some even
of the "household of faith" will become offended by our repeated efforts
to dislodge them from their carnal
security and inconsistency. It is said
that the Apostles "savingly" convicted men by their preaching and life.
We are able to persuade men by our
fervency and sobriety, so there is no
reason why we should let up in our
testimony of full salvation now, and
rewards to follow for those "that love
His appearing" (II Tim. 4:8.)
The Apostle wrote to wives that
their husbands "may without the
Word be won by the conversation of
the wives" (I Peter 3:1.) Influence
is a mighty factor for either good or
evil. Would there be so much infidelity, unitarianism, and worldly conformity if the professed followers of
the Lord had adhered to the teachings of Christ in the simplicity of
faith? Lord Chesterfield, the infidel,
said, "If I had remained another day
with Fenelon, I would have become a
Christian." We have a number of illustrations from the Old Testament
of men that set forth good influences.
Among others, we have the religious
zeal of Josiah (II Kings 23:1-25;
II Chron. 34:33) ; the religious reform of Hezekiah (II Chron. 29:30,
31); the opposition of Ezra against
marriages with idolaters (Ezra 10:1,
9), the fixedness of purpose in Nehemiah during the rebuilding of the
walls of Jerusalem (Neh. 4:7). In
Acts 26:28 we have an illustration of
a procrastinator who is almost persuaded, and in Luke 16:31 of one who
is hardened and never persuaded.
How dangerous a thing to close
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one's eyes to the truth in these days,
as it shines forth from the open
Word through fulfilled prophecy in
such a luminous manner. As John
Knox prayed, "Give me Scotland or
I die," so may we pray, with a passion, "Give us, 0 Lord, the assurance
that a number here and there may
be prepared for the coming of Thy
dear Son, the Christ."
SPIRITUAL AMBITION
E. E. Kublic
The tide of worldliness is everywhere running high. The time is
here when many of God's people will
be deceived being drawn away from
the simplicity which is in Christ Jesus our Lord, and are overtaken by
many divers kinds of sins. To be
spiritually minded is life and peace,
says Paul to the Romans in chapter
8, verse 6. To be always concerned
about those things that please our
Heavenly Father means to have His
Divine life and nature in us. We are
reminded time and again to "walk in
the Spirit" and to "live in the Spirit."
So shall we have power with God and
not fulfill the desires of the old carnal
life, and the lusts of the flesh.
In order to preserve a constanly increasing righteous ferver, a holy
zeal and a "spiritual ambition," one
little secret should not be overlooked
nor yet forgotten; the one found in
Isaiah 40:31, namely, "Wait upon the
Lord". These shall renew their
strength; they shall mount up with
wings as eagles; they shall run and
not be weary; and they shall walk
and not faint. We lose a great deal
of blessing because we often grieve
the Holy Spirit of promise whereby
we are sealed unto the day of redemption. To such as have in mind
a "spiritual ambition," to glorify God,
to them will He give power and increase their strength.
The Bible is a book of faith, and a
book of religion, of special revelation
from God; but it is also a book which
teaches man his own individual responsibility, his own dignity, and his
equality with his fellowman.—Webster.
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(Continued from October 12th Issue)
THE

PHYSICAL GOVERNMENT
OF GOD

"In The Beginning."
There is no record of scientific discovery nor of revealed philosophy
that fixes any definite limitations to
the significance of the phrase: "in
the beginning."
Science has been very much speculative and inaccurate in many of its
findings, which were supposed to have
been settled,—but are now known to
have been blunders or hasty conclusions. It has attempted in evolution
to explain Creation from the ordinary
processes of Nature; but it is now
evident that forces operating in the
processes of matter cannot account
for the origin of things.
Creative Power must be regarded
as distinct from Governmental Power.
Confusion from the lack of this distinction is widespread, and because
the masses get their education in
science and philosophy from the
schools and periodicals teaching these
theories as education, whereas the
best wide-awake men of science must
relegate much of their former tabulations to oblivion.
A most serious thing it is to give
out inaccurate terms as education,
the harvest of such sowing being infidelity and skepticism. And since
these exponents of the "wisdom of
this world" just will not recognize infinite, divine power in these manifestations of universal life and "In the
Beginning,"—the origin of elements
is yet a mystery in so far as their
admissions obtain in this profound
question.
When we begin to recognize the
evident facts of The Degeneration of
Matter Composition as being clearly
seen over against The Theory of Evolution of Matter, we behold amazement in the faces of old line scientists. The Unit of Chemical Change,
the atom is now found to be seperable
into smaller units discovered in Radio
activity and kindred phenomena; and
this smallest part of matter is negative electricity, the electron. All elements have a common unit of com-
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position, these ultimate particles
being duplicates of one another—
physical and chemical properties of
elements depending on their atomic
weights,—a common structure unlying all diversified matter.
It is evident that Radium is constantly giving out radiations which
are not prevented by any chemical
or physical change now known, loses
no substance property so far as science can detect. All radio-active substances give out particles of helium
gas positively electrified, and all
bodies can be made to give out negatively charged particles which are
always the same. We do not yet know
whether these positive units can be
reduced to smaller parts as the electrons of negative units. But we see
that matter is composed of electricity. That through all changing processes energy is conserved back into
the fullness of universal life. Although, it is evident that uranium
constantly giving out particles by loss
or decay is changed into radium,
having lost 3 helium atoms; that radium yields positively electrified atoms, B-rays electrons, and V-r'rays
leaving from this Disintegration (not
evolution) an element called lead,—
even all that does not prove the first
origin of such elements as lead.
If the life period of change of elements as calculated:—radium 2500
years; polonium 202 days; and niton
5.6 days; and the heat of radium in
disintegration being 250,000 times
the heat evolved by the combustion of carbon,—are considered in
estimate of the age of matter, we
have the right to question the supposition of "six-hundred millions of
years," if these processes could possibly be regarded as creations
which most surely are processes of
Degeneration—not evolution.
The Infinity of The Universe with
its even new discoveries out in the
unfathomable blue is as easily accounted for as one atom, and this Infinite System of Government is in
the Hand of Him who said, "Let
there be light."
Just here it is well to consider the
theory of the "Inherent Properties"
of and the "Promordity" of matter.
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Materialism has resulted from the
study of matter properties assuming
inate power," inherent—Self-inherent
in atomic structure. To accept this
as a fact, not attempting to learn the
differences in kinds of atoms and
their acts is sloth of mind, to say the
least. If these properties and acts are
not inherent within themselves—
self-inherent—then they are manifestations of a Ceaseless Power of
Government in operation in the various particles of matter as duplicates
one of another, as Radio-activity indicates.
In all plants and animals we see
organic matter composed of protoplasm. We do not need to know the
why? of the how; the same protoplasm is in the beak, the wing-feather,
and the brain of the foul, and serves
distinct purposes. We need not attempt to show how the grass eaten
by calves, lambs and goslings produces a buliding up of protoplasm into horns and woll on sheep, webfeet and feathers on geese—each
protoplasmic formation being designed to do respective service. Can these
inherent "properties in the food and
these 'inherent' powers of matter
transformation in processes of animal development be inherent within
themselves? These cellular activities
of the same protoplasm act differently in accomplishing an end to attain
and scientists must no longer speculate as to the Authority of Law and
Order in matter processes, and must
not deny us to teach our pupils the
evidences of This Designing, Actuating Will of Omnicience and Omnipotence. This reasoning, the very
foundations of materialism crumble.
Then, matter and law and government must have an origin by a literal
creation—not by 'natural processes,'
—nor could they always have existed,
—but by Creative Power "In the beginning."
There, David was as accurate in
his astronomy as any. modernist when
he considered "Thy heavens the Work
of Thy Fingers, the moon and the
stars which Thou Hast Ordained."
Energy is eternal, neither being
made nor destroyed. It is said that
friction produces heat: the dynamo
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produces electricity; the paddles finds the laws of relative phenomena,
churning water at 778 foot pounds but must leave the why to Infinity
raises the temperature 1 degree or The Power of "Beginning," and of
Fah.; food properties oxidized in the Government.
The great scientist Bateson says
blood produces heat energy in the
body; but these processes simply evolution processes are "by loss not
transform existing heat energy—not by gain," and that, we must see, is
producing it nor reducing it from its Degeneration. Mr. Dawson says,
eternity. The old sun which we see, "things left to themselves tend to
—yet dare not look into—the great degeneration." Then, it is clear that
dynamic center of gravity, light, and so-called 'inherent powers' are only
heat energise for our universe, and Inherent as The Invisible Hand operall kindred suns of the 'great white ates in the entirety.
way' in the infinite heavens, seem to
W. E. Bilbys,
resupply all seemingly utilized calor656 N. Laramie Ave.,
ies of heat electrons, yet never imChicago, 111.
poverished. The Kettle on the hearth
oft refilled with water, by the simple
WE KNOW
process of combustion producing producing heat, constantly throws off
W. G. Gehman
vapor seemingly in space. The processes of 'nature' in heat energy, trans"The things of God knoweth no
forms from matter, soil food properman, but the Spirit of God" (I Cor.
ties into vegtable foods, mineral
2:11.)
food, animal foods, supplying the
Hence the natural man,—even the
need of human kind who at last perbrightest and most intellectual man,
ish in decay, earth to earth, dust to
tho he knows the arts and sciences,
dust, ashes to ashes," crowns and
but is not born of the Spirit and bethrones and regents perish—all
come spiritual, knoweth not the
seemingly lost, thus dissipating enthings of God.
ergy or life;—but all this is within
Lead a blind man around and show
the sum total of the normal constithim sights, get a deaf man to distinuency of the eternity of the universe
guish sounds, and a heartless man to
of matter.
sympathize and you will have a very
But solar energy is not in the pro- discouraging mission.
cess of creation but endowed with the
"Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard,
pecular phenomena of its own design, neither have entered into the heart
"In The Beginning;" and no one of man, the things which God hath
knows how the circuit of energy cur- prepared for them that love Him"
rent connects all of the universe with (I Cor. 2:9.) These foregoing stateits own solar system, conveying as ments prove the irresponsiveness of
it seems supplies of energy utilized the natural man to the things of God.
in the full activities of universal life, The hidden, mysterious things of God
and at the same time restoring the require a revelation from God. "And
same into the indiminished whole of God hath revealed them unto us by
solar power.
His Spirit; for the Spirit searcheth
We long to know the why ? and the all things, yea, the deep things of
how? of all phenomena,— how grav- God" (I Cor. 2:10.)
ity and light ride upon infinite space
The Apostle John comes with the
and hold the planets in their hands; language of assurance, thus: "That
how man standing on the rim of the which was from the beginning, which
earth races through etherial ele- we have heard, which we have seen
ments at a speed of 1,000 miles per with our eyes, which we have looked
hour and is not conscious of density upon, and our hands have handled, of
before or rarity of either behind him, the Word of life, * * that which we
nor of any change in the velocity or have seen and heard declare we unto
order of the earth's motions. Scien- you," for the purpose of fellowship
tific experiment and observation and fullness of joy (I John 1:1, 3, 4.)
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We do know that we know Jesus
Christ the Righteous, not by saying
that we know Him, but by keeping
His commandments (I John 2:3, 4.)
We know that we are in Jesus
Christ, if we keep His word, and thus
verily we have the love of God perfected in us (I John 2:5.)
We know that every one that doeth
righteousness is born of Him because
we know that Jesus Christ is the
Righteous One (I John 2:29.)
Thru the love of the Father bestowed upon us calling us the children of God, it doth not yet oppear
what we shall be, but
We know that, when He shall appear, we shall be like Him and shall
see Him as He is (I John 3:1, 2.)
We know that Christ was manifested to take away our sins; and in Him
is no sin, and abiding in Him, we sin
not. Whosoever sinneth (practiceth
sin) hath not seen Him, neither
knoweth Him (I John 3:5, 6, 8, 9,10.)
We know that we have passed out
of death into life, because we love the
brethren, and the world hateth us
(I John 3:13, 14.)
We know that we are of the truth
and shall persuade our hearts before
Him by giving of this world's good
which we probably possess to our
brother who is in need (I John 3:1719). The love of God will not abide
with stingy, selfish, misers.
We know that He abideth in us, in
consequence of the Spirit which He
gave to us (I John 3:24.)
We know the Spirit of God because
He eonfesseth that Jesus Christ is
come in the flesh (I John 4:2.)
We are of God: he that knoweth
God heareth us; he that is not of God
heareth not us. Hereby know we the
Spirit of truth, and the Spirit of error" (I John 4:6.)
We know that we abide in Him, and
He in us, because He hath given us
of His Spirit (I John 4:13.)
And we know and have believed the
love which God hath in us (I John
4:16.)
We know that we love the children
of God, when we love God and keep
His commandments (I John 5:2.)
By the fore-going statements and
the others from John's First Epistle,
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they that believe on the name of the
Son of God, know that they have
eternal life (I John 5:13.)
We have now the confidence that
our Father will hear us if we ask anything according to His will.
Consequently we know that we
"have the petitions which we have asked of Him (I John 5:14, 15.)
We know that whosoever is begotten of God sinneth not, but He that
was begotten of God keepeth him and
the evil one toucheth him not (I John
5:18.)
We know that we are of God, and
the whole world lieth in the evil one
(I John 5:19.)
And we know that the Son of God
is come, and hath given us an understanding, that we may know Him
that is true, and we are in Him
that is true, even in His Son Jesus
Christ (I John 5:20.)

kissing Emily, he said: "God has
spoken to me by you, my dear, and
now you must pray for me and ask
God to give me a new heart, with
which I shall love Jesus." And the
prayer was soon answered.—Selected
by Lizzie Basehore, Hershey, Pa.
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WE HATED God without cause,
and He loved us without a cause. Our
love to God is the reflection of His
love to us. "We love Him because He
first-loved us." God loves us in His
Son, and as His Son, and as long as
He loves His Son. — Selected.
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Compare with I Peter 1:7, 8.
"Papa do you love Jesus?" asked
little Emily of her father, who did not
care for anything religious.
"Jesus is dead, my dear, long, long
ago. He was crucified, and that was
the end of him." "But Jesus rose
again, and did what no other man
could do. And if Jesus was not living
now we could not be living either, as
he gives us our life and everything
else, papa."
"But how can I love whom I have
never seen, Emily? Tell me that, my
dear."
Emily did not at first know what to
reply, and her father looked pleased
to know that he had puzzled her. At
length, she said: "Papa, how old was
I when mamma died?"
"Only six months, my child."
"Then I can't say that I ever saw
her, for I do not remember her at all.
But you have always tried to make
me love her by telling me how good
and kind she was; and I do love her,
although I have never seen her that I
can mind."
By this time the tears were running down the father's cheeks, and
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ND BSn-ha'dad th e king of Syr'i-a
gathered all his host together: and
there were thirty and two kings with htm,
and horses, and chariots: and he went
up and besieged Sa-ma'ri-a. and waned
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even all t h e children of Is'ra-el,
thousand.
16 And they went out a t
Ben-ha'dad was drinking nil
in t h e pavilions, he and the
thirty and two kings t h a t heir,
17 And the young men or tl
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